
Urn. wine Ilarie 1tuhns Walko 	 Heroic Weisbero 
527 Vandenberg St, 
Washington, DC 20336-4585 	 727== 

Dear alma narie, 

I've just noticed 1  had you in SW. I hope the correct zip got what I wrote to you. 

I've gotten a printout of what is supposed to be all the references to me in the 

JI1 archive and it is woefully incomplete. I've writteaDr. Graff about it. Earlier, 

without response, I wrote Woolsey. So do not troubcji yourself to getle this printout. 

I think I an can get someone to get the copies I want. 

The CIA gave the archive nothing. Ditto for State, Secret Service and Army and Navy. 

I made requests of them all. There are five CIA records in thin printout, all provided 

by other a..encies. There is less from the Archives than it gave me under discovery in 

a FOIA lawsuit. Less from the FBI than it had already disclosed to me in MIA response. 

Or, with regard to individuals, all the agencies seem not to be in compliance or intendhng 

not to be. So I wonder if those slighting references you saw to me were in other than CIA 

records, most likely the Pa's? 

In connection with resumed writing of very long ago that I want to complete for the 

record for history, 1611 very muclA appreciate it if from your examination of what the 

CIA did give tit.: archive if you remember the date of the first Oswald record in the CIA's 

disclosed records and about the volume of what it disclosed by about the end of Nay, 1964. 

I wrote Graff after rending a comment he made. Fie may not have been the best one 

to whom to write. 

I'll see if I get a response. 

I also sent him a copy earlier of my 1117 letter Woolsey asking for what I  know the 

CIA has, what I have reason to believe it has and what it has under the name of a former 

special component that did not use the CIA name thatit did not give me in response to 

j m old requests. If the ARRD liante"to probe the CIA on its compliance, I have it some 

loads on that owl embarless it, IL CIA 

E.? your health problged is over. 

Thanks and best wishes, 


